
Ideas:
● Parody of a song - cupid ??

○ Cupid with Tralfamadorian costumes?? Or white shirts
● ✨ Music video✨

○ Combination of animation and film:
■ Props: draw on like 2D animation onto the film (low budget..)
■ More related to high schoolers (we can also film at our school campus??)

○ Part acting part dance choreography
■ Tae learn choreo and teach it to everyone?

- Janine and Lucy use Pro Tools to edit sound (altered from original lyrics)

Cherry blossom place on campus
Redwood grove in los altos

● Child who hides stuff in funny/creative ways from parents (or whoever)
● A student who gets good grades despite not trying - and this backfires on them
● A person scared of the dark (black and white movie potentially?)
● TikTok muffler challenge - realtime
● Caricature - makes me think of the movie “Inside Out”, five of us each are one emotion

and act it out exaggeratedly
● Dressing up as Freestyle staff, and act as their personalities (or switch their

personalities)
● Exaggerating about freestyle building never getting done
● Kung Fu (“EEAAO”) - unexpectedly doing really really good kung fu like Waymond (the

husband) yooo i have taekwondo and judo uniforms we could use lol
●

Technique ideas?
● Blunder

○ Someone makes a mistake
○ Ex. being silly when dancing - aka Tae is the good dancer and doesn’t see the

rest of us behind her fumbling and falling around
● Caricature (see 7th bullet note under Ideas)
● Silent

Could be some humor in having random scenes unrelated to the song lyrics, so that we don’t
risk being too literal. Below



→ Btw we might have to hurry since the construction is getting soon? (hopefully) in
terms of filming. Maybe we can work on music afterwards since it doesn’t have to
completely fit the music but just the theme and yeah.

Shot ideas
● Slo mo - it is funnie / you r funnie
● Funny costumes: Who has a cow onesie??🐄🐮

○ I have unicorn and chicken onesie (Tae)
● Food fight in slo-mo

Costumes (just ideas for what we could do to compile into a music vid):
● stuffed animals
● Baking
● Playground
● Forest
● Sport
● Swimming pool
● All wear matching clothes or something
● Summer theme: beachwear? Looking happy lol
● Act/look (by dress) out of character
● PROM CLIP

*what if some of our performing/dancing in the video is completely unrelated to the lyrics?

* concern is: should we broaden the theme of our lyrics (like change them at all) ? Or is it fine to
keep fun scenes like pillow fight for music vid?


